The Innovative Solution to
Your Data Entry Needs!

RemarkSoftware.com
Remark Office OMR. If you can read it, we can read it! Since 1991, Remark’s superior
OMR software has powered countless data collection processes for schools,
universities, businesses, non-profits, governments, hospitals, and anyone else who
needs to collect and analyze data from paper forms.

Make

Create your
own forms.

Scan

Use any
scanner.

For Any Occasion
Our users have found thousands of applications
including surveys, tests, assessments, evaluations,
ballots, time sheets, registrations, safety
observations, and many more.
Eliminate Manual Data Entry
Remark Office OMR collects data from your own
unique “fill-in-the-bubble” forms using almost any
image scanner. Process any number of forms.
Built-in Analysis and Reports
Take advantage of the built-in analysis reports, or
export collected data to a variety of popular file
formats including Excel, SPSS, CSV, and many more.

Analyze

Generate detailed
reports instantly.

Main Features
Recognizes OMR marks (bubbles/
checkboxes/shapes), barcodes, and machine
printed text (OCR).
Reads handwriting with your Microsoft
Computer Vision account (ICR).
Image capture zones facilitates data entry or
capture of parts of the form.
Handles cross-outs, multiple marks, damaged
forms, and other anomalies.
Respondents can fill out your forms with pen,
pencil, marker, etc.
Built-in detailed analysis and reports.

Key Benefits

Works with plain paper— no special ink or
paper required.
Works with a wide variety of common
scanners, no special hardware required.
Easily export raw data to popular formats
such as Excel, CSV, TXT, and many more.
Reads image files (PDF, JPG, PNG, TIFF) created
by copiers, scanners, and scanning apps.
Sophisticated validation and transformation of
data read from forms.
Full-featured reporting capabilities.

Why Remark?
30 years experience as the world's leading OMR software.
Over 100,000 customers in 130+ countries.
More than 1 billion forms processed and counting!
Industry-leading customer support team.

Contact Us to Discuss Your Needs
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